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Multiperiodic magnetic structures in Hubbard superlattices
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We consider fermions in one-dimensional superlattices~SL’s!, modeled by site-dependent Hubbard-U cou-
plings arranged in a repeated pattern of repulsive~i.e., U.0) and free (U50) sites. Density matrix renor-
malization group diagonalization of finite systems is used to calculate the local moment and the magnetic
structure factor in the ground state. We have found four regimes for magnetic behavior: uniform local moments
forming a spin-density wave~SDW!, ‘‘floppy’’ local moments with short-ranged correlations, local moments
on repulsive sites forming long-period SDW’s superimposed with short-ranged correlations, and local moments
on repulsive sites solely with long-period SDW’s; the boundaries between these regimes depend on the range
of electronic densitiesr and on the SL aspect ratio. Above a critical electronic density,r↑↓ , the SDW period
oscillates both withr and with the spacer thickness. The former oscillation allows one to reproduce all SDW
wave vectors within a small range of electronic densities, unlike the homogeneous system. The latter oscilla-
tion is related to the exchange oscillation observed in magnetic multilayers. A crossover between regimes of
‘‘thin’’ to ‘‘thick’’ layers has also been observed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.064430 PACS number~s!: 75.75.1a, 71.27.1a, 75.70.2i, 71.10.2w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic multilayers have been the subject of inten
study over the last decade. The technologically import
giant magnetoresistance~GMR! is one of the most interest
ing aspects of these compounds. Another aspect that
brought attention to multilayers is the oscillation of the e
change coupling between magnetic layers as the spacer
thickness is varied. While oscillations with single perio
have been well understood for some time,multiperiodicity
has been theoretically predicted,1,2 and indeed observed, i
trilayer materials. Fe/Cr/Fe samples grown by sputtering
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! display two periods of oscil-
lation of the exchange coupling: a so-called long period,
about 10 to 12 monolayers thick, is superimposed to a sh
period component of about two monolayers thick.3 This su-
perposition of short- and long-period components has a
been observed in other MBE-fabricated trilayer materi
such as Fe/Mn/Fe,4 Fe/Au/Fe,5 Fe/Mo/Fe,6 and Co/Cu/Co.7

Short-period oscillations, however, disappear if interfa
quality is not carefully maintained.3,8,9 Recent experiments10

in Fe/Cr/Fe show that areas of constant Cr thickness, w
diameter larger than 3–4 nm on the interface, are neces
for the development of short-period oscillations. It is the
fore believed that multiperiodicity has not yet been obser
in multilayers due to interface roughness.

From the theoretical point of view, both the quantum w
theory1 and the so-called Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosi
~RKKY ! theory2 can account for many features related to t
oscillations of the exchange coupling. For instance, a di
relation between the periods of oscillation and Fermi surf
extrema of bulk spacers has been established.1,2,11 However,
since the notion of a Fermi surface is not widely applica
to strongly correlated systems, a deeper understandin
multiperiodicity is clearly in order, and microscopic mode
should provide useful insights.

With this in mind, here we investigate the magnetic pro
0163-1829/2002/66~6!/064430~8!/$20.00 66 0644
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erties of a one-dimensional superlattice~SL! model12–14 in
which electronic correlations are incorporated and trea
nonperturbatively. The model consists of a periodic arran
ment ofLU sites~‘‘layers’’ ! in which the on-site coupling is
repulsive, followed byL0 free ~i.e., U50) sites. In dealing
with one-dimensional superlattices, one probes the influe
of electronic correlations along the direction of superlatt
growth, thus capturing the role played by relative layer thic
nesses on the magnetic properties of higher-dimensio
systems.

The SL structure gives rise to several remarka
features,12 in marked contrast with the otherwise homog
neous system: Local moment maxima can be transfe
from repulsive to free sites, and the range of parameter
which this occurs has been expressed in terms of a ‘‘ph
diagram.’’13 In addition, spin-density-wave~SDW! quasi-
order can be wiped out as a result of frustration, and the
structure also induces a shift in the densityr I at which a
Mott-Hubbard insulating phase sets in.14 Further, by exam-
ining the Luttinger liquid version of the model,15 one finds
that these superlattices provide the means to realizegapless
insulating phases.16

Previous studies of the discrete version of the model12–14

resorted to Lanczos diagonalization, which sets limits on
system sizes used; for instance, a 24-site lattice size c
only be considered for the low- and high-density regim
(r51/6 and r511/6). Nonetheless, one was still able
probe the period of exchange oscillations for these spe
densities through the analysis of the magnetic structure
tor: the peak position displayed oscillatory behavior with t
spacer thickness.13 Here we use the density matrix renorma
ization group ~DMRG! technique17 to study superlattices
longer than those available through the Lanczos meth
With the aid of the magnetic structure factor, we have be
able to probe the periodicity of the superlattice over a wid
range of layer thicknesses and densities. As we will see,
has led to significant improvements on the phase diag
©2002 The American Physical Society30-1
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previously reported,13 with the addition of information rela-
tive to the regions in which one- and two-period oscillatio
are found; as it turned out, these regions are closely relate
the behavior of the local moment. We have also been abl
observe a crossover between the regimes of thin and t
layers; in the latter regime, the ‘‘aspect ratio’’l[LU /L0 is
the only relevant geometric parameter, whereas the magn
behavior in the former regime depends onLU andL0 sepa-
rately. One should remark that while the magnetic struct
factor of superlattices could be directly measured by neu
scattering experiments, we are not aware of any such m
surements being carried out in magnetic multilayers; inste
the exchange coupling oscillations have been detected
light scattering and magnetometry experiments.4–7

The layout of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II we intr
duce the superlattice model and comment on the calc
tional procedure. Section III focus on the local moment a
how it changes with density and layer thickness. The m
netic structure factor and the periodicity of the superlatti
are discussed in Sec. IV, and Sec. V summarizes our fi
ings.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE

We define the Hamiltonian as

H52t(
i ,s

~cis
†

ci 11s1H.c.!1(
i

Uini↑ni↓ , ~1!

where, in standard notation,i runs over the sites of a one
dimensional lattice,cis

†
(cis) creates~annihilates! a fermion

at sitei in the spin states5 ↑ or ↓, andni5ni↑1ni↓ , with
nis5cis

†
cis ; the on-site Coulomb repulsion is taken to

site-dependent:Ui5U.0, for sites within the repulsive lay
ers, andUi50 otherwise.

We consider the Hamiltonian~1! on lattices withNs sites
and Ne electrons, and open boundary conditions are us
The appropriate finite size scaling~FSS! parameter, however
is the number of periodic cells,Nc5Ns /Nb , for a basis with
Nb5LU1L0 sites. The ground state wave function and e
ergy are obtained by numerical diagonalization using
finite-system DMRG method.17 We used lattice sizes up t
150 sites, and truncation errors in the DMRG procedure w
kept around 1025 or smaller. We have performed a system
atic study of the magnetic properties for different values
the Coulomb repulsionU, different occupationr5Ne /Ns
and different configurations$Ui%. Not all configurations
$Ui% fit into all sizes and occupations but, since DMRG
lows us to study a wide range of lattice sizes, we were abl
establish overall trends.

III. LOCAL MOMENT PROFILE

The local moment at sitei is defined aŝ Si
2&5 3

4 ^(ni↑
2ni↓)2&, and is a measure of both the magnetism and
degree of itinerancy of the system. Figure 1 shows the lo
moment profile for the SL withLU51, L052, U54, Ns
548, and for three different densities; effects of system s
on the local moment are negligible. For small densities, s
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as forr50.25, one identifies small-amplitude oscillations
the local moment profile; their period (2p/2kF , with 2kF
5pr) is determined not by the underlying SL structure, b
by the Friedel oscillations in the charge density of the oth
wise homogeneous system.18

As the density is increased, the SL structure domina
over the Friedel oscillation as evidenced by the data: for
50.667 the maxima lie on the free sites and the modulat
of the profile perfectly matches that of the SL. For lar
enough densities the maxima migrate to the repulsive s
as shown by the data for half filling. One should also no
that even at the maximâSi

2& is considerably reduced from
its value at the completely localized limit (U5`), namely
^Si

2&53/4; the itinerant behavior in these cases is theref
evident.

The above example illustrates the existence of three
gions, characterized by different local moment profiles: h
mogeneous~or Friedel-like!, free-site peaked, and repulsive
site peaked. In order to locate the boundaries between t
regimes it is useful to determine how the local moment
repulsive and free sites separately change with the densit
addition, we define a bias of the local moment maxima a

d[
^SU

2 &2^S0
2&

^SU
2 &1^S0

2&
, ~2!

and also study its dependence with the density.
Figure 2 shows the local moment@both at repulsive

(^SU
2 &) and free sites (̂S0

2&)] and the bias as functions of th
density, forU54. In the case of Fig. 2,LU>L0, with all SL
configurations havingL051, andLU51 (Ns524), 2 (Ns
548) and 3 (Ns564). In order to reduce the effects of ope
boundary conditions we have averaged over the six inn
most cells. As the density is increased from the complet
empty system, we see that for densities smaller thanr0,
given by

r05
1

L01LU
, ~3!

FIG. 1. Local moment as a function of the site~i! for the SL
with LU51, L052, U54, Ns548, for r50.25 ~squares!, r
50.667~triangles!, and half-filling~circles!. The local moment pro-
file changes qualitatively as the density increases.
0-2
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MULTIPERIODIC MAGNETIC STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064430 ~2002!
the local moment increases, and is the same on both su
tices ~henced50). For the SL’s withL051 andLU51, 2,
and 3 one hasr050.5, 0.33, and 0.25, respectively, whic
are indicated by arrows in Fig. 2. This density correspond
having one electron on each cell, so that in the caseLU
>L0 electrons have equal probability of being either on
free or on a repulsive site forr,r0.

From Fig. 2 one sees that there is a range of dens
abover0, in which the local moment grows slower on th
repulsive sites than on the free ones, since added elec
will preferentially occupy the free sites; hence a negat
bias develops within this range. By the same token,^S0

2& will
reach its maximum value at densities smaller than thos
which ^SU

2 & displays its maximum; for completeness, rec
that the maximum value of the local moment on a homo
neous free lattice is 0.375, occurring at half-filling.

In strong coupling, the free sites saturate at the densi

r↑↓5
2L0

L01LU
, ~4!

which corresponds to having two electrons on each free
while the repulsive site is empty. Nonetheless, even for m
erate couplings, this density is special. Indeed, from F
2~b! and 2~c! one can see that forLU.L0 the bias reaches it
minimum value exactly atr↑↓ . Also, the local moment a
repulsive sites shows a bump atr↑↓ , indicating the begin-
ning of a steady occupation of repulsive sites.

Increasing the density even further, one sees that^SU
2 &

reaches its maximum atr I , defined as

r I5
2L01LU

L01LU
, ~5!

which, in strong coupling, corresponds to having two el
trons on each free site and one on each repulsive site;
maximum of^SU

2 &, at exactly this density, is indicative of th
SL being in a Mott-Hubbard insulating state.14 In the region
betweenr↑↓ and r I , the repulsive layer is preferentiall
filled as the overall density is increased, causing a steep

FIG. 2. Bias~triangles! and local moment at repulsive~squares!
and free~circles! sites, as functions of density, forU54 and for
superlattices with~a! LU5L051, Ns524; ~b! LU52, L051, Ns

548; and~c! LU53, L051, Ns564.
06443
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~drop! in the local moment at the repulsive~free! sites. As
Fig. 2 shows, the consequence is a steady increase of the
in this interval.

For densities larger thanr I the free sites are almost com
pletely filled, which is apparent by a considerable decreas
the magnitude of the derivative of^S0

2& with respect to the
density. Fermions will then start to double occupy the rep
sive sites, thus causing a reduction in^SU

2 &.
The equivalent of Fig. 2 for the caseLU<L0 is shown in

Fig. 3. While the overall behavior is the same, a few diffe
ences are worth mentioning. The first one is the behavio
the bias in the ranger,r0: While the bias vanishes fo
LU>L0, for LU,L0 it is negative, though of small magni
tude. This is due to the fact that in this range of densities,
within each cell, the electrons have more free sites at th
disposal to resonate than repulsive ones; this excess of
sites within each cell also explains why the bias still d
creases for densities abover0.

Second, for LU,L0 , ^SU
2 & is boosted wheneverr

52mr0, with m51,2, . . . ,L01LU21; this can be attrib-
uted to the fact that the double occupancy of the repuls
sites is least likely whenever there are an even numbe
electrons per cell. Note also that the first bump, at 2r0, co-
incides with the minimum of the bias.

And, third, while for LU.L0 the bias changes sign fo
r↑↓,r,r I , whenLU<L0 this occurs forr0,r,r↑↓ ; the
actual location of the density at whichd50 depends on the
SL configuration, as well as on the Coulomb repulsionU.

IV. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE FACTOR
AND EFFECTIVE DENSITIES

Let us now turn to the magnetic structure factor, which
defined as

S~q!5
1

Nc
(
i , j

eiq(r i2r j )^Si•Sj&. ~6!

FIG. 3. Bias~triangles! and local moment at repulsive~squares!
and free~circles! sites, as functions of density, forU54 and for
superlattices with~a! LU5L051, Ns524; ~b! LU51, L052, Ns

548; and~c! LU51, L053, Ns564.
0-3
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MALVEZZI, PAIVA, AND dos SANTOS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064430 ~2002!
As q is related to the repeating units,S(q) probes the relative
arrangement between different cells. It is important to ha
in mind that the homogeneous system displays a single p
in the magnetic structure factor atqmax52kF5pr, for r
<1, orqmax52kF5p(22r), for r>1;19 the lattice spacing is
taken to be unity throughout this paper.

Figure 4 showsS(q) for a SL with LU52, L051, r
50.87, and for two values ofU, namelyU54 andU516.
Two peaks in the magnetic structure factor are clearly see
this case: one atq5p, and another atq53p/5. While the
former is not affected by an increase inU, the latter grows
with U, though without changing its position. Actually, fo
sufficiently largeU the peak atqÞp even becomes mor
pronounced than the one atq5p. Further data show that thi
happens for a range of values ofL0 , LU , andr, as discussed
below.

The presence of two peaks~at, say,qmax and qmax8 , with
qmax8 ,qmax) in the structure factor is associated with a te
dency of the system to order~strictly speaking, toquasi-
order, in one dimension! in a magnetic arrangement dom
nated by the corresponding periods,l52p/qmax and l8
52p/qmax8 . As we will see below, the long period oscillate
with the spacer thickness, a behavior reminiscent of the
change oscillation observed in magnetic trilayers.

These two peaks also differ in the way they depend on
system size. Figure 5 showsS(q) for the SL with LU52,
L051, U58, r51.2 (r↑↓,1.2,r I), and for four different
lattice sizes, ranging fromNs530 to Ns5150. From Fig. 5
we see that the inflection already present forNs530 at q
52p/5 sharpens asNs increases, and that there is no chan
in the position of the peak. We have checked that a sim
slow, but steady, growth of the peak height withNs occurs
for the homogeneous Hubbard model away from half fillin
These features have been observed for other SL config
tions and densities, which therefore indicate that whenev
peak is found atqÞp, it is robust. On the other hand, th
peak atq5p shows a much weaker size dependence, so
it should be associated with strong, although short-rang
correlations; this point is illustrated below.

FIG. 4. Magnetic structure factor@Eq. ~6!# for a SL with LU

52, L051, Ns560, Ne552 ~hencer50.87), and forU54 and
16.
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We can then turn to a systematic study of the numbe
peaks and their positions, by analyzing the evolution of
structure factor as the density of electrons is increased
discussed in Sec. III, forr,r0 the local moments are smal
and either their maxima are on the free layers, or they
evenly distributed throughout the lattice, depending
whetherLU,L0 or LU>L0, respectively. A small or zero
bias signals that the SL structure is not very relevant in t
situation. Indeed, the spatial decay of the spin-spin corr
tion function ~not shown here! in the case of a superlattic
with a small bias can hardly be distinguished from that of
corresponding homogeneous system; as a result, the m
netic structure factor displays a single peak. In addition, t
single peak displays a size and aU dependence similar to
those for the homogeneous system.

In order to relate the peak position with some density, o
can think of a free~homogeneous! lattice in which the sites
are grouped in cells mimicking the SL structure under co
sideration; it then follows that a meaningful quantity is t
cell densityof electrons,

rcell5
Ne

Nc
5r~LU1L0!, ~7!

where r is the overall density. For the interacting SL, w
have found that the peak position is given by the same
pression as for the homogeneous case, but withrcell replac-
ing r; that is,

qmax5prcell for r<r0 . ~8!

Thus, the peak position grows linearly withr up tor5r0 ~at
which densityrcell51), when it reachesqmax5p; see Figs. 6
and 7.

The single-peak regime persists forr0,r,r↑↓ , and, as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, now the peak is always atq5p. The
single peaks in this region show a very weak dependence
the system size, which is reflected in the spatial decay of
correlation functions,̂ S0

zSj
z&. As illustrated in Fig. 8~a! for

LU5L051, U54, andr50.75, correlations with origin in

FIG. 5. Magnetic structure factor@Eq. ~6!# for a SL with LU

52, L051, U58, r51.2, and for different system sizes:Ns

530 ~squares!, Ns560 ~circles!, Ns5120 ~up triangles!, and Ns

5150 ~down triangles!.
0-4
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either of the sublattices barely survive at large distances;
should be contrasted with the case displayed in Fig. 8~b!, for
r51.75~see below!, in which correlations in one of the sub
lattices are ‘‘long’’ ranged.

At r↑↓ , and in strong coupling, the free layers are co
pletely filled while the repulsive layers are empty. But as
density is increased beyondr↑↓ , a second peak emerges,
indicated by the dotted lines in Figs. 6 and 7. This seco
peak results from the robust moments located on the re
sive sites. Indeed, if one defines an effective electronic d
sity on therepulsivelayers as

reff5r~L01LU!22L0 , ~9!

wherer is the overall density, the long periods are located

qmax8 5preff . ~10!

FIG. 6. Maxima position,qmax, of the magnetic structure facto
as a function of density forU54, and~a! LU51 L051 Ns524,
~b! LU51 L052 Ns548, and ~c! LU51 L053 Ns564. The
dashed lines indicate the presence of another peak inS(q) ~see
text!.

FIG. 7. Maxima position,qmax, of the magnetic structure facto
as a function of density forU54, and~a! LU51 L051 Ns524 ~b!,
LU52 L051 Ns548, and~c! LU53 L051 Ns564. The dashed
lines indicate the presence of another peak inS(q) ~see text!.
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With this definition, it also becomes clear that forr5r↑↓
there is no net moment at the repulsive layers, sincereff
50.

This two peak structure is present until one reachesrU ,
defined by

rU[22r0 , ~11!

which corresponds to a single hole per cell. One should a
have in mind that the overall magnetic arrangement is de
mined by the long-period~characterized byqmax8 ), since, as
discussed above, this is the one increasing with system

An interesting difference between the cases depicted
Figs. 6 and 7 is the fact that in the formerrU5r I , while in
the latterrU.r I , andqmax8 is able to go through at least on
complete oscillation beforer reachesrU . In this case, the
situationqmax8 50 does not indicate any tendency towards
ferromagnetic arrangement, but is to be associated withfrus-
tration of the corresponding long-period SDW.13 Indeed,
whenLU52 andL051 the Mott-Hubbard insulator atr I is
frustrated, since two spins on each repulsive layer form lo
singlets. Singlets on different repulsive layers, in turn, do
couple with each other, though short-ranged correlations
still present; see Fig. 7~b!. The frustration at half-filling for
LU53 and L051 can be understood by a similar stron
coupling analysis: of the four electrons on each cell, t
occupy the free site and the remaining two resonate betw
three sites, but always forming a singlet. Figure 7~c! shows
that further addition of electrons renders these singlets u
vorable, and the system again displays a SDW. Atr53/2,
one reenters a frustrated state, again as a result of havin
even number of electrons on the repulsive layer. Theref
we can relate the reentering frustrated configurations to
formation of singlets on the repulsive layer, which occu
whenever there is an even number of electrons per cell;
is, whenever the density goes through an even multiple
2r0.

FIG. 8. Spatial decay of correlations, for a SL withLU5L0

51 and U54 for Ns548 sites: in ~a! r50.75 and in ~b! r
51.75. Circles and squares correspond to the origin being take
free and repulsive sites, respectively.
0-5
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MALVEZZI, PAIVA, AND dos SANTOS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064430 ~2002!
And, finally, aboverU all SL’s return to a single-peak
regime: S(q) has a maximum atp(22rcell) @5p(2
2reff), sincereff5rcell22L0]. The correlations in this re-
gime are quasi-long-ranged, since, as shown in Fig. 8~b!, the
correlation function with origin at a repulsive site is slow
decaying.

The above analyses of the magnetic structure factor
of the local moment profile can be extended to several o
SL configurations, and the outcome can be best summar
by a diagram in the parameter space (r,L0 ,LU), showing the
presence of four different regions~or phases!. Cross sections
of the full three-dimensional phase diagram are presente
Fig. 9~a! for LU51 and Fig. 9~b! for LU54. In the low-
density region~A!, located betweenr50 and r5r0, the
system behaves roughly as if it were homogeneous. The l
moments are small and their maxima are located prefe
tially on the free layers. The SDW is dominated by a sin
density-dependent wave vector,qmax5prcell .

At somewhat larger densities,r0,r,r↑↓ , lies a region
B, in which the positions of the maxima in the local mome
profile depend on the repulsionU, on L0, andLU . Presum-
ably as a result of this floppy character of the local mome
spin correlations in this region are strongly antiferroma
netic, but short-ranged.

As the density is further increased, one enters the dou
period region (C1), which lies betweenr5r↑↓ and r
5rU . In this region the local moment on the repulsive lay

FIG. 9. Regions in the parameter space (r,L0) for ~a! LU51
and ~b! LU54: A, weak moments formed preferentially on fre
layers and one single SDW period;B, local moment maxima de
pend onU and onL0 /LU and spin correlations are predominant
antiferromagnetic, but short ranged; C1, local moment maxima on
the repulsive layers and the SDW’s are dominated by two perio
C2, local moment maxima on the repulsive layers and the SDW
are dominated by a single period. See text for details. The full
corresponds tor0, dotted line tor↑↓ , and dashed line torU .
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suffers successive boosts, and one finds SDW’s with
‘‘long’’ period l852/reff ; the latter are accompanied b
strong short ranged correlations, of periodl52.

And, finally, there is a high-density region (C2), with
densities ranging fromr5rU to r52. At rU the local mo-
ment bias is maximum~see Figs. 2 and 3!, so it decreases a
one increases the density. Nonetheless, one still has SD
now with a single period given byl52/(22rcell). By com-
paring the two cases depicted in Fig. 9, one sees th
growth of the repulsive layer increases the two-peaked
gion, at the expense of all others.

The full three-dimensional phase diagram is shown in F
10. The densitiesr0 , r↑↓ , and rU define surfaces in the
parameter space (r,L0 ,LU), which act as boundaries be
tween the four regions discussed above. Ther0 surface flat-
tens considerably for thick layers, and if one imaginesl
51 line on the horizontal plane of the figure, we see that
homogeneouslike region is only important for moderat
thin layers. Ther↑↓ surface is the same whether the laye
are short or long, since it depends onLU andL0 only through
the combinationLU /L0[ l ; to illustrate this, the intersection
of ther↑↓ surface with the planel 51, shown as a dotted line
in Fig. 10, yieldsr↑↓51 for all LU5L0. The topmost sur-
face (rU) also displays a similar crossover between thin a
thick regimes: for thick latticesrU→2.

We are now in a position to discuss the oscillation inqmax
with the spacer~free layer! thickness, for afixed electron
density; as mentioned before, these are related to the osc
tion of the exchange coupling between magnetic laye
Whenr<r0, one hasqmax<p, so that there is no oscillatory
behavior inqmax. For r0,r<r↑↓ , the peak is always a
qmax5p, so that again no oscillation is found. Abover↑↓ ,
the long-period maxima in the magnetic structure factor
located atqmax(L0)5preff(L0), where we have emphasize
the dependence withL0 throughreff . We can then calculate
the period of oscillation,DL0, by settingqmax(L0)5qmax(L0
1DL0),mod(2p). For r↑↓,r<1 we get

DL05S 12
kF

p D 21

, ~12!

s;
’s
e

FIG. 10. Regions in the parameter space (r,L0 ,LU): the lower
surface corresponds tor0, the middle one tor↑↓ , and the upper one
to rU . The dotted line is the intersection of ther↑↓ surface with the
planel 51 ~see text!.
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where 2kF5pr since r<1; for 1,r<rU , we similarly
find

DL05
p

kF
, ~13!

where now 2kF5p(22r). Note that this result is not valid
for LU51, since, according to Fig. 7, onceqmax vanishes, it
does not grow asL0 increases. Forr.rU , on the other
hand, Eq.~13! is applicable.

We have then established that~i! r↑↓ acts as a critical
density for the appearance of ‘‘exchange oscillations,’’ a
that ~ii ! our previous results13 for DL0, obtained in the high-
density region, are valid quite generally forr.r↑↓ . Further,
Eqs. ~12! and ~13! reproduce previous findings, within th
Hartree-Fock approximation, for the periods of oscillation
the exchange coupling in magnetic multilayers.1,11 Also, the
experimentally observed short period of two monolayers
ported in Ref. 3 corresponds, in our framework, to thel
52 correlations. Thus, electronic correlations do not mod
the quantum interference effects determining the period
oscillation from the extrema of the Fermi surface of t
spacer material.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated one-dimensional Hubbard supe
tices consisting of periodic arrangements of free and re
sive layers, by means of the density matrix renormalizat
group. By considering a much wider range of lattice siz
and densities than in previous studies, we have refine
several aspects our earlier predictions for the magnetic
havior. There are nowfour distinct regimes, depending o
the range of electronic densities. For less than one elec
per periodic cell, the local moment profile is approximate
uniform, and spin-density waves are dominated by a sin
density-dependent wave vector. When the density lies
tween those corresponding to one electron per cell and
fully occupied free sublattice~with empty repulsive sites!,
maxima in the local moment profile develop, which can
either on free sites or on the repulsive sites, depending on
SL configuration, on the density, and onU; also, spin corre-
lations become short ranged, but dominated by a tendenc
neighboring cells to align antiparallel. For densities larg
than two electrons per free site one has a two-period m
netic structure. There is a long-period SDW, in which t
wave vector oscillates as a function of the electronic dens
An immediate consequence is that SDW’s with all possi
wave vectors are generated within an interval of densitie
2r0; this should be compared with the homogeneous syst
for which one needs to vary between an empty lattice an
half-filled one in order to generate all possible wave vecto
These long-period SDW’s are superimposed with sh
ranged correlations withq5p, which disappear for densitie
above one hole per periodic cell.
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We have also extended to a broader range of densities
earlier prediction that the wave vectors for the SDW’s osc
late as the free layer length is varied, with a period de
mined solely by the electronic density~through the Fermi
wave vector!. In the context of magnetic multilayers, ou
results for the period of oscillations exactly reproduce
relation between Fermi surface extrema with exchange c
pling oscillation; in addition, the two-monolayer period o
served experimentally corresponds in our model to the s
period atq5p. Another interesting prediction from our re
sults, which should be of direct importance to the magne
multilayers, is the presence of a critical electronic density
the appearance of such oscillations. We have also establi
the oscillatory behavior of the exchange couplingwith the
electronic density.We therefore hope our results will stimu
late experimental studies in the direction of varying the el
tronic density in a controlled fashion, in order to benefit fro
the features predicted here.

And, finally, we have been able to observe a crosso
between the regimes of thin and thick layers; in the latter,
‘‘aspect ratio’’ l[LU /L0 is the only relevant geometric pa
rameter, whereas in the former regime the magnetic beha
depends onLU andL0 separately. For instance, when any
the layers are thin—less than about six sites long—the
structure is not felt at low densities, and it behaves as i
were homogeneous; for thick layers, this quasihomogene
behavior is only noticeable at very low densities. Similar
the region of singly peaked correlations at high densities g
smaller as the layers get thicker.

As a final comment, one should expect that the appli
bility of the one-dimensional model treated here is very clo
to being extended beyond the realm of higher-dimensio
superlattices. Indeed, fabrication of nanowire superlatti
has been recently reported.20 Although these superlattice
were made up of semiconducting materials, the prospect
growing metallic and/or magneticnanosuperlatticesare
promising. In this case, our results indicate that a care
control of the doping level leads to a wide variety of distin
magnetic behaviors in the same material. Another poss
realization of our model would be to a~as yet hypothetical!
superlattice made up of single-walled metallic carbon na
tubes, since these have been successfully described in t
of a Luttinger liquid; see, e.g., Ref. 16 for a partial list
references.
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